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Bio 

 

The fusion of Andrelli, Adrian Blue and the amazing vocalist Hila is one of the most exciting 
collaborations this year. The progressive sound of Adrian Blue merges into the uplifting sound of 
Andrelli with the beautiful voice of Hila creating a storm on the dance floors. 
 
With years of studio experience these guys are up for any challange. From producing pop, RnB, 
Hiphop, rock and house they have no limitations when it comes to trance. The first release with the 
trio “Imagine” is a track that a lot of Djs had in common this summer: Tiesto, Armin van Buuren, 
Ferry Corsten, Judge jules, Aly & Fila, Dj Shah, Sean Tyas, Above and Beyond and Ernesto vs Bastian 
all played the track on their radio shows and supported it on gigs all over the world. The first release 
was also picked up for some of the biggest compilations out there and was featured on Ministry of 
Sounds Gatecrasher mixed by Ferry Corsten. 
 
Andrelli & Blue´s experience in the studio is very appreciated and has been rewarded with A&R spots 
on Infrasonic recordings, PartyZone Music and HitNation. They are frequently on remix duties for 
some of the finest artists around. “Its fun that we can choose which tracks we want to remix now 
days. Sunlounger feat. Zara – Lost was an honour and a must for us this year!” 
 
After “Imagine” now comes “Transparent” on Markus Schulz – Coldharbour Recordings (Armada 
Music), with beautiful vocals once again from the trios amazing one and only Hila, as usual 
Coldharbour picks some of the best producers on the remixes. 
 
Besides producing music and remixes for artists such as Nana hedin (E-type), Hila (Andrelli & blue), 
Daisy (Robins Entertainment) Andrelli & Blue also are some of swedens finest Dj´s, with a history of 
underground trance and house gigs they know how to please the most picky crowds. It doesn;t 
matter how small or big the crowd is Andrelli & blue always delivers a banging mix and has 
entertained crowds of 25 000 with Hila performing “Imagine” live on stage. 
 
This year Andrelli & Blue will also introduce their new radio show with Fm and Digital streams 
worldwide.  They represent the new club sound and cross the borders of house and trance. 
 
 
 

Disco 

 

Andrelli & Blue feat. Hila - "Imagine" (Infrasonic Recordings) 
Andrelli & Blue feat. Hila - "Transparent" (Coldharbour Recordings) 
Andrelli & Blue feat. Hila - "What's Going On" (Ask4 Records) 


